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ACS MYstrale® patented product 

AC-SPheri Tel. : +33 [0]4.66.82.51.89  Fax : +33 [0]4.66.90.09.57  @ : f.platon@acsp-metrologie.com 

Technical Specifications 

Air sampling pump for MOCP and META (2 to 12 l/mn) analysis of asbestos and fibres in compliance with AFNOR NF 
X 43-050 and XP 43-269 French standards. 

220 Volts / 50 Hertz power supply (other tensions and frequencies available on demand)   

Description 

- IP55 internal and external case, cleaning with downward spray 
- 100% water resistant positive pressure case 
- Shock resistant and mobile 
- Tube connection using STAUBLI connecting device 
- Case locking possible with Locking button 
- Location for connecting AYRSPIRE® sampling head 
- Dimensions: 50.1 cm x 30.5 cm x 45.7 cm - Weight: 10 kg. 

Efficiency 

    - Quiet (< 50db), water-proof vacuum pump. Self-ventilated by sampled air 
    - Nominal flow rate is 50liters/mn (without pressure drop)  
    - Electronic flow rate auto-regulation related to pressure drop with temperature compensation 
    - Flow Rate Accuracy:  3% of full scale 
    - MOCP and META samplings (minimum 2l/mn). 

Safety and Control 

    - Electronic flow rate setting (thermal mass flow rate sensor) 
    - Electronic card with screen display, including programming, volume and time display. Immediate flow rate display. 
      Built-in mass flow meter 
    - Sampling savings display during 10 s without power supply 
    - Sampling savings (100 to 150 samplings) on SD card (optional) 
      date, flow rate, sampling time, incidents during samplings 
    - Seal off control to protect the pump while sampling is stopped 
    - Translucent silicone tubing  
    - 220 Volt auxiliary outlet. 

Programming 

- Sampling time setting 
- Sampling flow rate setting 
- Sampling programming identical to ACS old version 
- Sampling programming (date, time, duration, flow rate) 
- 5 languages (French, English, Spanish, German, Italian). 

Optional equipment 

- AYRSPIRE® sampling head. 
- Tripod stand. 
- Filtres. 

Models available 

ACS MYSTRALE® AutoRegulated (AR). 
ACS MYSTRALE® AutoRegulated with tracking device (ART).  


